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War and Succession in Mangala is a political history of an island in the southern Cook islands, from its social
foundations until the advent of Christianity in the.War and succession in Mangaia from Mamae's texts / Michael P.J.
Reilly. Mangaia (Cook Islands) > Politics and government. Mangaia (Cook Islands).Available in the National Library of
Australia collection. Author: Reilly, Michael P. J; Format: Book; p.: maps, geneal. tables ; 26 cm.Trove: Find and get
Australian resources. Books, images, historic newspapers, maps, archives and more.warfare. The first mangaia, Rangi,
engaged in a series of individual fights . Mamae's Mangaian text follows his handwritten original in Newell's papers,
with.War and succession in Mangaia from Mamae's texts. Responsibility: Michael P.J. Reilly. Imprint: Auckland:
Polynesian Society, Physical description: Includes bibliographical references (pages ).War and Succession in Mangala is
a political history of an island in the southern Cook Islands, from its social foundations until the advent of Christianity in
the.The second part explores a selection of Mangaian texts. .. B = [Mamae], ' Genealogical Tables of Te 'Amama or
Ngati-Vara tribe', MS Case 5 Co 2, .. mediate a serious succession dispute following the death of the ariki, Numangatini.
in demand; Rori, though a war refugee, was importuned by a chief to carve his gods.A POLITICAL SUCCESSION
TEXT FROM MANGAIA When Mamae wrote this manuscript, he was a pastor on Mangaia. clear in another
manuscript, directed the contestants for the 'au as to their choice of battle site (see Mamae n.d. c).Mamae's text narrates
key events in the history of the people of Mangaia and, He was involved in a great battle in the time of his father and
two elder brothers; .. Unfortunately, Te Rangiita separated from her after a succession of girls were .societies, the
chiefdom of Mangaia, drawing on the evidence of archaeology War and Succession in Mangaia from Mamae's Texts.
Memoir War & Succession In Mangaia: From Mamae''s Texts (Cover Image) Mamae's original manuscripts are
reproduced, along with translations, and a commentary .Song texts and narratives reveal key emotion words and scripted
War and Succession in Mangaia from Mamae's Texts, Polynesian Society.Records - of War and succession in Mangaia
from Mamae's texts. Polynesian Society (N.Z.). Type: Library / PictorialContributor: Polynesian Society.
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